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:m^f� _¿k� sp^b� Lmbff^g !;k^Zma� _hk� Mph� Ohb\^l" is a 
video performance for two performers. The video 
:m^f�!;k^Zma" is acoustically dubbed by way of loudly 
audible breathing sounds of the performers.
A YouTube video, which is supposed to help the viewer 
against panic attacks and anxiety by focusing on his 
or her own breathing rhythm, served as the source 
fZm^kbZe%� pab\a� pZl� `kZiab\Zeer� Zem^k^]%� Ûee^]� pbma�

phk]l�Zg]�mabl�pZr�bgm^kik^m^]�Zl�Z�Ü^^mbg`�]bZ`kZf�
of breath. Through the presence of the breathing 
bodies of the performers, whose breaths relate to 
ma^� karmaf� h_� ma^� ob]^h� bfZ`^%� ma^� li^\mZmhkl�� hpg�
breathing rhythm enters their consciousness. Intuitively, 
ma^r�Z]cnlm�ma^bk�[k^Zmabg`�karmaf�mh�ma^�i^k_hkf^kl��
karmaf'�Ma^�ob]^h�l�eZlm�lahm�lahpl�ahp�fZgr�[k^Zmal�
were taken together.



Is writing female ?           
Videoinstallation                                                                                                                   

Ob]^h�?nee�A=�
11 min 16 sec

Voice Over
Shelf, books, plaster

2021



Bg�^bg^f�Hg^&MZd^�_he`m�]b^�DZf^kZ�^bg^f�Fª]\a^g%�]Zl�bg�^bg^f�Dbg]^ksbff^k�
verschiedenen Alltagshandlungen nachgeht. Ein Voice-over aus verschiedenen Stimmen führt, 
begleitet und erweitert ihr Tun.
�=b^�?kZ`^%�p^k�l\ak^b[m%�blm�pb^]^k�pb\amb`�`^phk]^g'
�lm^eem�^bg^�]^k�Lik^\a^kbgg^g�
]^l�Ob]^hl�_^lm'�Bl�pkbmbg`�_^fZe^8�abgm^k_kZ`m�]b^�`^`^gpªkmb`^�LbmnZmbhg�lhpb^�]b^�
Fº`eb\ad^bm^g�gb\am&�fªggeb\a^g�L\ak^b[^gl3�PZl�blm�h]^k�dºggm^��p^b[eb\a^l�L\ak^b[^g
�ng]�
�jn^^k^l�L\ak^b[^g
�l^bg8�@b[m�^l�lh�^mpZl�¿[^kaZnim8�Lheem^�^l�lh�^mpZl�`^[^g8�Pb^�lb^am�
]b^�K^s^imbhg�bg�^bg^f�fªggeb\a�`^ikª`m^g�Ebm^kZmnkdZghg�Znl%�]^k�l^bm�CZakang]^km^g�]nk\a�
]b^�_Zlm�oºeeb`^�:[p^l^ga^bm�ohg�L\akb_mlm^ee^kbgg^g�`^ikª`m�blm8�P^e\a^�I^kli^dmbo^g�p^k]^g�
^ksªaem�ng]�p^e\a^�gb\am8�Pb^�dºgg^g�pbk�Zem^kgZmbo^�@^l\ab\am^g�^ksªae^g8

In a one-take, the camera follows a girl as she pursues 
oZkbhnl� ^o^kr]Zr� Z\mbobmb^l� bg� Z� \abe]�l� khhf'� :� ohb\^�
over consisting of different voices indirectly guides an 
comments on her actions. 
‚The questions of who writes has become important 
Z`Zbg�%�hg^�h_�ma^�ohb\^ho^kl�ghm^l'�Bl�pkbmbg`�_^fZe^8�
questions the current conditions as well as the future 
ihm^gmbZe� h_� ghg&fZe^� pkbmbg`3� paZm� ]h^l� bm� f^Zg�

for women and non-binary people when they learn 
reading from an early age to look at the world from a 
male perspective, because only this perspective seems 
artistically relevant and socially substantial? What does 
bm�f^Zg�mh�e^Zkg�maZm�hg^�l�hpg�ln[c^\mbobmr�bl�mhh�mkbobZe�
or peripheral to be told to a wider audience? What are 
the conditions of production of such writing? And how 
could alternative stories be told?



1
Every great mind is an androgynous mind. If we read about drowned witches, devil-possessed 
women, wise herbal women or simply about a most remarkable man who had a mother, then we 
are, in my opinion, on the trail of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet who, driven mad 
by the torture her talent brought her, staggered along the country roads cutting wild 
grimaces or blew her brains out right in the moor. Anyone who dared to express her 
talent at that time would have been hindered not only from the outside, but also 
from within, by her own contradictory instincts, so that she would inevitab-
ly have lost her health and her mind. Undoubtedly, it is time to measure the 
effect of discouragement on the art-making mind. This is an important book, 
critics speculate, because it is about war. And this is an unimportant one 
because it is about women‘s feelings in a living room. A woman must have 
money and a room of her own to be able to write. Intellectual freedom is 
based on material freedom. Give her another hund-
red years, give her a room of her own and 
ଘYH�KXQGUHG�D�\HDU��OHW�KHU�VSHDN�
her mind and leave out half of 
what she wants to say 
all at once today, 
and she will 

wri-
te a bet-

ter book one 
day. In a hundred 

years she will be a 
poet.

2
It is easier to be a historian than a 
prophet. When you said that a woman needs a 
room to herself and her own money in order to wri-
te, you were mapping out a female future in which owners-
hip equals words, while dispossession equals silence. 
You admit you don‘t know what women are. They have left 
so few tra- ces that their history has remained almost 
unwritten. So writing, „feminine writing,“ obviously means 

something else, something new: it describes what it is not 
DQG�GHଘQHV�LWVHOI�E\� its opposite, silence; And yet something else, 

much more mysterious, underlies their silence, namely the mystery of their 
identity. The women lack not only their own room, but also their own litera-
ture. Half silence, half enigma: „Feminine writing“ does not simply name a li-
terature written by women, but one that emerges under typically female circum-
stances and is shaped by them. Perhaps literature can be considered „feminine“ 
only when no man could have produced it....



If a woman writes a book about war, she is praised because she has avoi-
ded the dark chambers and winding caves; the impression is created that 
she has made meaningful use of her new property rights. The writer, 
on the other hand, is correspondingly criticized for invoking her fe-
minine „reality.“ She seems to have wasted her room, her money, seems 
to have been deceived or to be deceiving herself. It may be that cre-
ativity is far less tied to one‘s room than you assume. You yourself 
were lucky to always have a room and your own money; and perhaps that is 
why these two things seemed so indispensable to you. Yet you acknowledged 
that some women writers you admired lived in households with no 
means of retreat. So the room, or lack of it, is not necessa-
rily related to writing.

When a woman sets out to write today, she 
may feel rather sexless. She doesn‘t 

want to deny or emphasize; she 
just wants to work in peace. 

Why should she be politici-
zed when she so doesn‘t 

feel like it? What 
impairs a woman 

- children, 
family 

life, 
mediocri-
ty - impairs writing much more. She, however, has 
overcome this impairment - barely. She leads a 
free and equal life, unlike probably her mother. 
And yet she is not a man. She is a woman, and the 
differences between her and her mother have been 
produced by history alone. As a prerequisite for 
any art, one must become one with one‘s subject. 
I am talking about a literature that deals with the 
eternal and the unchangeable, with domesticity, mo-
therhood and family life. So the writer who wants to 
ZRUN�LQ�WKLV�GLUHFWLRQ�ZLOO�ଘQG�SOHQW\�RI�ZRUN�WR�GR�
in demystifying and overcoming the silence that hangs 
like a fog over the repetitive female experience. Wor-

se, she may have to give up some of her privileges if 
she wants to write about it. She may also have to leave 

her own room and take her ancestral place behind the living 



der which one is a woman in this society. What remains 
unchanged is that the great cultural creations come 

from men. Few have been able to break through 
that, and I believe it will remain so. The wo-

PDQ�KDV�QR�ZRUN��,�DOZD\V�ଘQG�D�VLQJOH�ZRUG�
missing in the debate about female art and 

femininity: contempt. When it comes to 
the canon, to perpetuation, you will 

KDUGO\�HYHU�EH�DEOH�WR�ଘQG�D�ZRPDQ�LQ�WKH�OLVW��
You can check that, I‘ve been doing it for years, without 

zeal, without anger: checking it.

5
If you can‘t talk about something, you can keep quiet about it, or you can 

talk about it. Writing, for me above all: understanding what I 
think and why. When I star-
ted writing, I didn‘t 
consciously register my 
dislike of women wri-
ters and would never 
have phrased it that 
way. Why should I 
allow myself to 
be sorted into 
this subcatego-
ry of „femini-
ne“ writing, 
when I was, I 
thought, sim-
ply writing, 
just as men 
simply 
wrote? 
„Femi-
nine“ 
soun-
ded 

room 
door.

3
Since I‘ve had a 

child, I can write 
anywhere (in cafés, at 

other people‘s tables, 
in bed at night, between 

appointments). But the days, 
weeks, and months are fragmen-

ted, and at the same time so uniform 
that a story emerges in parallel, but I 
don‘t really want to trust it. The thought 
movements have to keep moving from the daily surfaces into 
the depths without ever being able to stay there. Per-
haps my faith in myself and my writing suffers from 
the power of the male writer cliché that you have to be alone for a 
long, long time and be able to immerse yourself in something wi-
thout time pressure in order to produce something good.

4
It‘s hard to talk about the category of „women writers“ 
without feeling like you‘re scratching the scab of a wound 
that won‘t heal as long as you scratch. It is not „femi-
nine“ writing that is an insult, but the conditions un-



round and problem-ridden. I dreaded the thought that people might infer from the things I wrote that I was a woman. Men had the power and 
WKH\�GHFLGHG�ZKR�JRW�VRPH��VR�,�ZDV�RQH�RI�WKHP��:KHQ�,�VWDUWHG�ZULWLQJ�P\�ଘUVW�QRYHO��,�NHSW�IDLOLQJ�EHFDXVH�,�IRXQG�WKH�VXIIHULQJ�RI�
its protagonist to completely suck. Her pain always seemed to me too banal, too self-pitying, too small, and thus completely exaggerated 
in its portrayal. Too trivial to be able to offer it, no, to impose it on other people. If we internalize the sexism of the world, and we 
all do, how can one escape it? Should women writers follow the famous injunction „Woman must write her self.“? But what does that actually 
mean? Could I get all those great books written by men out of me if I tried? Would I want to? Haven‘t I always felt that men and women are 
IDU�PRUH�DOLNH�WKDQ�GLIIHUHQW"�'RQۈW�,�ଘQG�PDOH�FKDUDFWHUV�KLGGHQ�LQVLGH�PH�DOO�WKH�WLPH"

6
7KH�ଘUVW�FXOWXUDO�GHYLFH�ZDV�SUREDEO\�D� container. A Leaf a gourd a shell a net a bag a Sling a sack a bottle a pot a box 
a Container. A holder. We have all heard everything imaginable about all the sticks and spears and swords, those 
long, hard things that you can hit, stab and slash with, but we haven‘t heard about that thing 
that you can put things in, the container for what you keep. This story is new. And at the 
same time it is old. Older - more ac- curately, certainly far older - than the gun. 
As long as culture was conveyed to me as something that was founded and developed from the 
use of hard, long objects with which to stab, slash, and kill, I never felt I had par-
ticularly much to do with it. What is decisive is the story: the story that the 
mammoth hunters told about beating, stab- bing, raping, kil-
ling, in other words: about the hero, 
is also the story that veiled my own 
humanity from me.
The natural, appropriate, coherent 
form of the novel could be that 
of a sack, a bag. A book holds 
words. Words hold things. They 
carry meanings. A novel is a 
medicine bundle that makes 
things stand in a very spe-
FLଘF��HIIHFWLYH�UHODWLRQ�WR�
each other and to us. The 
hero does not make a good 
picture in this bag. He 
needs a stage or a pedestal 
or a summit. When he is put 
in a bag, he looks like a rab-
bit or a potato.



breathing
Ob]^h�?nee�A=
3 min 10 sec
2021 breathing is the 

attempt to make a 
video breathe. The 
\Zf^kZ�l�Zi^kmnk^�
opens and closes in the 
breathing rhythm of 
ma^�i^klhg�bm�bl�Ûefbg`%�
creating an interplay 
of sharpness and 
[enkkbg^ll'�?kZ`f^gml�
of text dealing with 
corporeality, breathing 
Zg]�li^^\a�Zii^Zk���
karmafbs^]�[r�[k^Zmabg`�
lhng]l���Zl�oblnZe�
elements in the image.









Anger is a Liquid 
Video installation

(video 4K, 8 min 2 sec, voice over), six canisters, 2020



Anger is a Liquid deals with the connection between gender 
and emotion. In three chapters, the suppression of and 
hg^�l�hpg�aZg]ebg`�h_�Zg`^k�bg�_^fZe^�lh\bZebs^]�[h]b^l�bl�
ma^fZmbs^]�Zg]�̂ qZfbg^]�_khf�ablmhkb\Ze%�lh\bheh`b\Ze�Zg]�
psychological perspectives.
In F^]nlZ�l� fhgheh`n^%� ma^� frmab\Ze� Û`nk^� h_� F^]nlZ�
recounts her true fate in a monologue addressed to 
her rage, acting as a matriarchal tutelary goddess who 
\hgmbgnZeer�ihnkl�hbe�hg�ma^�Ûk^�Zg]�manl�fZbgmZbgl�phf^g�l�
kZ`^�Zl�Z�̀ ^gnbg^er��_^fbgbg^�obkmn^�'�Bg�O^\mhkl, two young 
women perform an exercise adopted from anti-aggression 
training that is meant to make the physical affects of rage 

mZg`b[e^'� Ma^� F^]nlZ� a^Z]� bl� ghp� f^k^er� Z� lbfneZ\knf�
hg� ma^bk� _Zd^� [kZg]� \ehmabg`'� Ma^� ÛgZe� \aZim^k� �� Anger 
bl� ebd^� ebjnb]� �� bl� Z� k^Ü^\mbhg� hg� ebg`nblmb\� f^mZiahkl� h_�
anger and culminates in a thesis on angry speech. Anger, 
as a liquid, passes through different stations and takes on 
]b__^k^gm� fZgb_^lmZmbhgl%� b`gbm^l� Ûk^l%� ho^kÜhpl3� ?^fZe^�
Zg`^k���bglh_Zk�Zl�bm�bl�cnlmbÛ^]���\Zg�[^�Z�ihp^k_ne�mhhe�
for not remaining in a passive victim role, but for taking 
k^lihglb[bebmr� Zg]� ^qi^kb^g\bg`� l^e_&^_Û\Z\r%� ^li^\bZeer�
pa^g�phf^g�chbg�_hk\^l'�?hk�^o^g�b_�ablmhkr�[hhdl�ebd^�mh�
keep quiet about it, the driving force behind revolutions 
was often angry women.



1
Medusa‘s monologue 

An open letter to my anger 

My dear!
They do not exist, the people who �"have 
no voice“. There are only those who are 
silenced or deliberately overheard. To 
experience that you and that which has caused 
you does not count is perhaps the epitome of 
powerlessness in general. They have separated 
my body from my voice, eyes and ears. Paralyzed my 
senses. The nervous system cut off. Lots of dicks on 
my head, not one between my legs. In return my death 
ensured their continued erection - how pathetic! I refuse to 
strengthen this narration by repeating it, to confer upon it an 
irremovability the equivalent of destiny, to confuse the biological 
and the cultural.
I will not consider you as something separate from me. You belong to 
me, because through you I have found something important again.There 
have been times when you were frantic, sharp like splinters, shattering 
out in every direction, but lately, you are deep and wide and steady, not as 
immediately visible under the surface, but just as present. Lately, you are a 
place inside myself that I breathe into to make myself larger, taking up space 
and making space for others.You have given me clarity and a goal. You are memory 
and revolt.
That I will continue, that much is certain. I do not see an age appearing in the distance 
that would have solved the conditions that make me exist. I travel not only from one 
era to another, but also from one country, one culture, one language to another. It can 
happen that one does not recognize me right away: Already when I started to exist, I was 
androgynous, the queen of queers! I have always been masculine and feminine and I have always 
been more than one. I will meet my Medusans again and again, to insist. I wish to hear how my 
Medusans explode. They, who do not know about their powers, should burn constantly. You are a 
feminine virtue.



2 
Vectors

A partial list of things people have called me when I let myself be 
angry:

irrational 
unstable 
toxic 
scary
in need of help
in need of therapy
in need of a mental hospital 
in need of medication
a lunatic
idiotic
paranoid
psychotic
hysterical
nuts
deranged
schizophrenic
demented
crazy
insane
a psycho
a broken dog
a bitch
a cunt

As a girl, I learned to fear my anger. My anger became 
so many iterations of �"What is wrong with you?“ that 
the only solution for me was to push it down deep into 
that burning hole and let it come out in any other way. 
I couldn’t let that door open because if I did, the heat 
below my skin would burn me into nothing. I’d collect 
its heat in fiery balls that I’d swallow whole and 
lock away. My anger was something moving sideways: 
something that was redirected in any other way but 
anger. I’ve learned to walk through my anger. It hasn’t 
killed me. It isn’t madness. It is energy that I keep 
feeling and which is no longer moving sideways, but 
straight ahead.



3
Anger is like liquid

Most emotion concepts that people use in their everday lives are 
metaphorically structured and understood. Therefore, the study 
of metaphor becomes significant for adequate understanding of 
emotional reality. A lot of metaphors describing anger view the 
body and the body parts as containers and the emotions as fluids 
held in those containers. Hippocrates assumed that the body 
contained four liquids, with yellow bile being responsible for 
anger.
There is a correlation between the intensity of emotion and the 
amount of the fluid kept in the container. When the intensity of 
emotion increases the level of the fluid in the container rises. 
Emotions become measurable. When there is too much fluid in 
the container and the internal pressure is too high the fluid 
overflows the container or the container explodes: Emotions 
seem to be understood as dangerous and, as such, subject to 
control.
A fluid always takes the shape of its container. It becomes 
the container. Some are curved, with bellies that 
vaguely resemble the spiky fur of a porcupine, like an 
exploded phosphorus bomb, some are round and flat, 
resembling a soft bed of moss, and others appear 
like an ordinary, cheap teapot that was ordered 
online. If one of the containers overflows, the 
fluid flows from slow to explosive over the 
edge. The upward shooting drops hit the vocal 
cords and irritate them to the extreme. The 
human voice thus becomes an audible manometer 
that reflects the far exceeded measurement 
level of the fluid inside the body.



Synset circle
Ob]^h�?nee�A=�
vertical format
22 min 39 sec

voice over
Voice-Oer Voi 2019

Ma^�\hg\^im�h_�Z�\bk\e^�bl�k^mahn`am�[r�]^lmZ[beblbg`�Ûq^]�]^Ûgbmbhgl�
Zg]�k^ieZ\bg`�ma^f�pbma�g^p�ihllb[bebmb^l'�Ma^�_^fZe^�gZkkZmhk�l�pZkf�

ohb\^�lmZg]l�bg�\hgmkZlm�mh�ma^�leb\dg^ll�h_�ma^�ZgbfZm^]�bfZ`^l���Zl�
if she were telling an abstract fairytale to a child. It could turn out to 

be post-science of some kind, in which an apocalyptic event wipes the 
leZm^�\e^Zg�Zg]�Ûq^]�Zllnfimbhgl�\^Zl^�mh�^qblm'



      

Videostill

„We are not sure how the circle came into this world – if  it was invented or only named, 
we cannot be sure.

 
It is possible that the circle line emerged, when the moon moved in front of  the sun 

NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM��
1\�Q[�XW[[QJTM��\PI\�Q\�PIL�ÅZ[\�JMMV�ZMKWOVQbML��

_PMV�MaM[�UM\�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM��¹



¹?M�[MM�\PM�KQZKTM�I[�I�TQVMIZ�[\Z]K\]ZM�

We do not see: 
a circular area, that lays on a minimally larger circular area of  contrasting color 

·�IVL�\P][�WVTa�XZWL]KM[�IV�MٺMK\�WN �TQVMIZ�[\Z]K\]ZM�

We see the circle as a motionless object at rest.
We do not see if  the circle line is moving. 
We do not even wonder if  the circle line is moving.

It could spin constantly, very slowly or very quickly, 
_M�_W]TL�VW\�[MM�Q\��¹
      



 Synset Circle
A line forms an arc.

By the end, it returns to its beginning.
In the very last moment of  the rotation, a circle occurs.

What is orbited becomes circled, thus demarcated.
A movement became a demarcation.

First, beginning and end fall into one another, then inside and outside fall apart. 
Before the circle segregates, there is no sphere.

The closed circle on an even level separates an inside and an outside.
The line of  the circle itself  belongs to neither of  those spheres. 

It is the distinction itself.
We are not sure how the circle came into this world – if  it was invented or only named, we cannot be sure. It is possible that the circle line emerged, 
_PMV�\PM�UWWV�UW^ML�QV�NZWV\�WN �\PM�[]V�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM��1\�Q[�XW[[QJTM��\PI\�Q\�PIL�ÅZ[\�JMMV�ZMKWOVQbML��_PMV�MaM[�UM\�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�
Even without knowing what a circle is, it is possible to walk it. One says, that one went in circles, when after a considerable time, mistakenly again 
arriving at the starting point from which one departed. Here, the walked circle shape can very much deviate in the form of  dents and arcs. The
walked circle then only is nearly circular. It is non-round. That means, it is neither circular nor angular, it is merely – rounded. The circle is round 
JMKI][M�WN �Q\[�ZW]VL�[PIXM�·�\PQ[�I[[M[[UMV\�KWVLMUV[�TWOQK�I[�IV�¹QVKWZZMK\�KQZKTM¹��<PW]OP\�[PW]TL�VM^MZ�UW^M�QV�I�KQZKTM�
*a�UMIV[�WN �[\ZIQOP\�TQVM[��\PM�VWV�KQZK]TIZ�KIV�[PIXM�QV\W�KQZK]TIZ�[PIXM"�WVM�OWM[�QV\W�\PM�QVVMZ�ZMITU�WN �\PM�ÅO]ZM�IVL�I\�_QTT�KPWW[M�WVM�XWQV\�QV�\PM�
area, that is supposed to be the centre of  the circle. From this center lines by the same lengths then run to the periphery. They produce a rounding pressure 
on the spots that are still dents or arcs. That way, an almost circle becomes a circle. 
However, the circle can also reach the round without rounding measures like these. The one rounding element is being replaced by the endpoints of  a 
multitude of  equally long lines, all originating in the same departing point. The round structure is then reduced to linear elements. 
On a semantic level, the image of  a circle manifests through a terminology, that points to repetition, similarity or completion. In any case, the circle 
reassures itself  of  at least one of  its characteristic qualities. 
1V�I�LQIOZIU�_Q\P�\PM�WXXW[Q\M�XWTIZQ\QM[�KWVKZM\M���IJ[\ZIK\�IVL�LaVIUQK���[\I\QK��Q\�Q[�XW[[QJTM�\W�TWKI\M�LMÅVQ\QWV[�\PI\�KWV\IQV�\PM�_WZL�¹KQZKTM¹"�
NWZ�QV[\IVKM�\PM�\MZU�_I\MZ�KQZK]Q\��QV�/MZUIV"�?I[[MZSZMQ[��Q[�XTIKML�QV�\PM�ÅMTL�WN �KWVKZM\M���LaVIUQK�IVL�UQZZWZ[�Q\[MTN �I[�I�[XPMZM�WN �IK\Q^Q\a�
�QV�/MZUIV"�?QZS]VO[SZMQ[��QV\W�\PM�ÅMTL�WN �IJ[\ZIK\�LaVIUQK"�\PM�[XPMZM�WN �IK\Q^Q\a�[XZMIL[�QV�_I^MNWZU��)XXTQML�\W�TQNM��\PM�KQZKTM�ZMXZM[MV\[�
I�UWUMV\IZa�KTW[ML�OZW]X�\PI\�OI\PMZ[�IZW]VL�I�KWVKZM\M�WZ�IJ[\ZIK\�KMV\ZM�·�PMZM��\PM�KQZK]TIZ�NWZU�ZMUIQV[�MV^Q[QWVML��1\�MUXPIbQ[M[�\PM�
KWUUWVITQ\a�_Q\PQV�\PM�OZW]X�WN �M`KT]LQVO�\PM�WVM[�W]\[QLM�WN �\PM�KQZKTM��<PM�NIUQTa�KQZKTM�Q[�UWZM�[\I\QK�IVL�UWZM�LQٻK]T\�\W�KPIVOM�\PIV�\PM�

circle of  friends. Whoever leaves the circle, leaves a gap. 
Once the circle is created, it can be entered at any point. Then one can walk eternally in the circle without turning back. However, the circle 

I[�I�ÅO]ZM�Q[�VW\�M\MZVIT�[QVKM�IN\MZ�WVM�KWUXTM\ML�ZW]VL�WVM�[\IZ\[�UMM\QVO�\PM�[IUM�XWQV\[��?ITSQVO�NWZ�\WW�TWVO�_Q\PW]\�QV\MZZ]X\QWV�
can cause circulatory problems. The loop can be varied through change of  direction in order to prevent that: for instance one initially 

walks half  the circle, then turns around to the half  of  the covered semicircle and then proceed from there. If  the circle is located 
QV�I�\QT\ML�XW[Q\QWV�QV�\PZMM�LQUMV[QWVIT�[XIKM��WVM�KIV�ILLQ\QWVITTa�][M�\PM�PMQOP\�LQٺMZMVKM["�WVM�KIV�IT\MZVI\M�_ITSQVO�]X�

and down. The circle line is the edge, where inside and outside meet. In order to get from a place 



inside the circle to an opposite one on the other side, without piercing the area, one has to overstep 
the edge. However, this only is valid for circles that are located on a surface. When a circle is placed in three-
dimensional space for example on a torus, it is possible to get from one side of  the circle to the other without passing the 
edge created by the circle: not through the circle, but around it. 

-LOM[�KIV�JMPI^M�LQٺMZMV\Ta�\W�\PM�NZIUML�WJRMK\"�I�[TQVO�NWZ�M`IUXTM�KIV�KWV\ZIK\�I\�IVa�\QUM�?PW�\PMV�Q[�TWKI\ML�WV�\PM�MLOM��
falls into space. Equally unreliable is the edge of  a wave- or cloud ring: it is always in motion and only exists for the moment. 

However, if  one deals with the edge of  a disc, the edge keeps its shape: it neither widens nor contracts. A disc, usually, has the purpose 
to turn or being turned: on a rotary disk everything rotates around its centre. In the exact centre a singular, motionless point is located. This 

point contains no expansion and belongs to no dimension. It is exclusive. When marking a point within a circle and marginally missing the 
KMV\ZM��Q\�Q[�[QUXTM�\W�ZMKWOVQbM�\PI\�Q\�LWM[V¼\�JMTWVO�\PMZM��<PM�KQZKTM�TQVM�aMIZV[�\W�UW^M�\PM�LW\�QV\W�\PM�KMV\ZM��<P][�\PM�XMZQXPMZa�XZWL]KM[�

\PM�KMV\ZM��\PM�KMV\ZM�LWM[�VW\�XZWL]KM�\PM�XMZQXPMZa��1N �\PM�KQZKTM�TQVM�WV�\PM�W\PMZ�PIVL�M`PQJQ\[�I�PWTM�WZ�I�OIX��Q\�KIV�JM�[MMV�\PI\�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�Q[�
annulled: the gap generates tolerance, since all of  sudden the line condones a point aside of  the centre. 

A dot is indivisible. The stowage of  multipel dots in a row creates a line. A line is length without width. One more line and an area emerges. The 
circle can represent a special form of  any concluded form. If  the area is extended with an additional angle, an object is being produced. The corporeal 

similitude of  the circle is the ball. The ball is an object with the smallest surface in relation to its volume – same goes for the circle with the smallest 
M`\MV\�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�Q\[�TIZOM�KWV\MV\��>MZa�TIZOM�IVL�^MZa�[UITT�WJRMK\[�\P][�\MVL�\W�PI^M�[XPMZQKIT�[PIXM��<PMa�WX\QUQbM�\PM�ZMTI\QWV�WN �[]ZNIKM�IVL�

volume. Plants produce fruit in the shape of  marbles, animals coil into the shape of  a ball to present as little surface as possible, they build spherical 
VM[\[�IVL�KI^M[��<PM�]VLMZOZW]VL�KI^Q\a�Q[�TWKI\ML�QV�I�[XMKQÅK�[XW\��J]\�VW\�QV�Q\¼[�[XIKM"�_PWM^MZ�LWM[�VW\�_IV\�\W�LMKQLM�JM\_MMV�IJ[MVKM�IVL�XZM[MVKM�

can stay in a cavity. 
1N �I�ZQVO�Q[�L]O�QV[\MIL�WN �I�JITT�[PIXML�^WT]UM��I�ZQVO�LQ\KP�Q[�ZM^MITML"�\PM�[QOVQÅKIV\�I[XMK\�IJW]\�\PM�ZQVO�LQ\KP�Q[�PW_M^MZ�VW\�\PM�LQ\KP��J]\�\PM�PQTT�
piled up with excavated material. A ring ditch, in which void and abundance interchange thus not aim at depth but at height, is a threshold or a wall. 

As a manifested boundary line it aims at defence. The circle often is a banning one: the magicians builds a magical wall by drawing a circle; the chalk 
KQZKTM�UIZS[�\PM�IZMI�QV�_PQKP�\PM�[XMTT�Q[�MٺMK\Q^M�WZ�UIZS[�\PM�IZMI�WN �XZW\MK\QWV�

When the walls within a circle multiply in a nested way, a circular labyrinth results. A circular labyrinth occurs when the circle line takes a 
turnaround each time it is about to close. The result is a devoured path towards the middle yet without branches, dead ends or loops. Therefore, only 
one way leads from outside to inside and from inside to outside and it does so in an arranged, predictable manner and whoever follows it, inevitably 
lands in the centre. Straying is eliminated in this folded linearity. Yet, there is no way to shorten the way cleverly since all changes of  directions are 
UIVLI\WZa�IVL�LM[QOVML�\W�JM�XI[[ML��1V�I�ZW]VLML�XMVL]T]U�UW^MUMV\�\PM�XMZ[WV�TWKI\ML�QV�\PM�TIJaZQV\P�JQ\�Ja�JQ\�XIKM[�Wٺ�\PM�MV\QZM�KQZK]TIZ�

IZMI�IVL�MVKQZKTM[�Q\[MTN��)�UI`QU]U�IUW]V\�WN �LM\W]Z[�ÅTT�\PM�MV\QZM�QVVMZ�ZWWU��
<W�_Q\PLZI_�\PM�ZW]VLVM[[�NZWU�I�KQZKTM��WVM�XW[[QJTM�[\ZI\MOa�Q[�\W�QVÆI\M�\PM�ZW]VL�\W�I�UI`QU]U�]V\QT�Q\�Q[�TQVMIZ"�M\MZVQ\a�Q[�NWVL�WN �

ZM^MZ[QVO�\PQVO[�QV\W�\PMQZ�WXXW[Q\M��?Q\P�[]ٻKQMV\�MVTIZOMUMV\��\PM�[MOUMV\�WN �I�KQZKTM�JMKWUM[�I�[\ZIQOP\�TQVM��<PM�K]Z^M�\PMV�Q[�JMQVO�
assimilated to the straight. If  all this is approached from the reversed perspective and the circle radius is contracted to the extent that it 

[PZQVS[�\W�bMZW��\PM�KQZKTM�JMKWUM[�I�LW\��<PM�LW\�Q[�\PM�LQUQV]\Q^M�NWZU�WN �\PM�KQZKTM"�\PM�TQ\\TM
circle (in German: Kreislein). Within the category of  curvature the rectangle is a possible counterpart to the circle: the 
circle is a habitually intransigent object. It resists to be transferred into the realm of  the square, although it contains 

IV�]VTQUQ\ML�V]UJMZ�WN �KWZVMZ[�Q\[MTN��<PM�QVÅVQ\M�V]UJMZ�XQ�LM[KZQJM[�\PM�ZMTI\QWV�



between the volume of  a circle to its diameter 
and based on its unreasonable character is often described as irrational. When the circle tips into an oval, an 

ellipse emerges. The ellipse seems more dynamic than the circle, standing up it seems aspiring even if  wobbly. Many 
carelessly executed ellipses actually mean circles and many circles actually mean simply something round. For this reason 

Q\�Q[�ZMKWUUMVLML�\W�ILL�I�KIX\QWV�\W�I�ÅO]ZM��<PM�KQZKTM�Q[�I�[XMKQIT�NWZU�WN �IV�MTTQX[M��<PMZM�Q[�I�U]T\Q\]LM�WN �^IZQM\QM[�WN �
ellipses, depending on the degree of  their compression but there is only one circle: the circle is a binary, radical form. By overcoming 

\PM�IVKQMV\�KWVKMX\�WN �\PM�KW[UW[��UIV�JMKIUM�IV�QV[QOVQÅKIV\�XPMVWUMVWV�QV�\PM�XMZQXPMZa�WN �I�]VQ^MZ[M�\PI\�LWM[�VW\�I[[QOV�UIV�I�
special position. In this time a transition takes place from a concept of  ideal forms to one that derives their forms from laws of  nature. 

<PQVS�WN �\PM�TWVO�QVVMZ�JI\\TM�WN �3MXTMZ��_PW�ÅVITTa�PIL�\W�OQ^M�]X�\PM�KQZK]TIZ�[PIXM��NI^WZML�[QVKM�\PM�IVKQMV\�\QUM[��NWZ�\PM�JMVMÅ\�WN �\PM�
aesthetically less pleasing ellipse. Harmonic order gives way to a turbulent and dangerous cosmos. 

A form presents itself  depending on the perspective taken: A straight line curves to a spiral shape in space. If  light falls on it from above, 
\PM�[XQZIT�KI[\[�I�[PILW_�QV�\PM�[PIXM�WN �I�KQZKTM��1\�[MMU[�I[�QN �\PM�TQVM�Q[�_ZIXXML�IZW]VL�\PM�KQZKTM��1V�XZWÅTM�I�KQZKTM�[MMU[�TQSM�I�[\ZIQOP\�
TQVM#�[WUM\PQVO�KIV�IXXMIZ�TQSM�I�KQZKTM�_PMV�JMQVO�ÆI\��J]\�IK\]ITTa�PI^QVO�I�KWZX][�·�TQSM�I�KaTQVLMZ�WZ�I�KWVM��.TI\VM[[�KWV^Ma[�\PI\�_PI\M^MZ�
Q[�WZ�KW]TL�JM�JMPQVL�WZ�]VLMZ�\PM�[]ZNIKM�Q[�JMQVO�QOVWZML��6W�WVM�_WVLMZ[�_PI\�I�KQZKTM�TWWS[�TQSM�NZWU�JMPQVL	�7V�Q\[�JIKS�WVM�UQOP\�ÅVL�IV�
apparatus that produces the circle intentionally or involuntarily but has nothing to do with the circle itself. 
<P][�\PM�KQZKTM�Q[�I�WJRMK\�]VKTMIZMZ�\PIV�Q\�UQOP\�[MMU�I\�ÅZ[\�[QOP\"�?M�[MM�\PM�KQZKTM�I[�I�TQVMIZ�[\Z]K\]ZM��?M�LW�VW\�[MM"�I�KQZK]TIZ�IZMI��\PI\�
TIa[�WV�I�UQVQUITTa�TIZOMZ�KQZK]TIZ�IZMI�WN �KWV\ZI[\QVO�KWTWZ�·�IVL�\P][�WVTa�XZWL]KM[�IV�MٺMK\�WN �TQVMIZ�[\Z]K\]ZM��?M�[MM�\PM�KQZKTM�I[�I�UW\QWVTM[[�
object at rest. We do not see if  the circle line is moving. We do not even wonder if  the circle line is moving. It could spin constantly, very slowly 
or very quickly, we would not see it. In order to notice any movement, the symmetry has to be taken from the circle: even a minimal curvature or 
indentation produces an uncatchable imbalance and the continuous circling around the absolute centre plunges into chaos. The circle then no longer 
conveys calming but solely upsetting qualities. Whoever is placed inside a circle will sooner or later feel the desire to deform it. She will want to try 
\W�_QLMV�\PM�KQZKTM�QV�KMZ\IQV�IZMI[��\PZW]OP�_PQKP�\PM�KQZKTM�TQVM�Z]ټM[��7VKM�\PM�KQZKTM�Q[�JMQVO�X]\�W]\�WN �[PIXM��\PM�KQZKTM�TQVM�KIV��LMXMVLQVO�WV�
Y]ITQ\a��JM�JMV\�WZ�[\ZM\KPML��<PM�K]Z^ML�KQZKTM�SMMX[�\PM�[PIXM�QV\W�_PQKP�Q\�PI[�JMMV�X]\��<PM�MTI[\QK�KQZKTM�ÆQKS[�JIKS�QV\W�Q\[�WZQOQVIT�NWZU�I[�
soon as it is being released. 
If  the circle has to be stored space-savingly, it either can be accurately folded or crumpled. Related to crumpling is the so-called circle scribbling. 
<PM�XPI[M�WN �\PM�KQZKTM�[KZQJJTQVO�Q[�ZMIKPML�I\�IZW]VL����UWV\P[�QV�I�KPQTL¼[�TQNM��1\�TMI^M[�J]VLTM�[PIXML�\ZIKM[�WV�XIXMZ��)�J]VLTM�Q[�I�KPIW\QK�
knot. In the knot itself  is a logic of  above and beyond. In the knot that closes, the circle disappears. The circle is not knotted.
In the practice of  the knot the circular line can be folded in multiple forms. If  you fold the circle line once along the axis that is not the 
[aUUM\ZQKIT�I`Q[��I�KZM[KMV\�IXXMIZ[��*a�[KZM_QVO�QV��IV�QVÅVQ\a�[aUJWT�IXXMIZ[�·�\PM�KQZKTM�TQVM�QV\MZ[MK\[�Q\[MTN��)V�QVÅVQ\a�[aUJWT�KIV�VW\�

only emerge out of  a single circle line, but also through two circle of  the same radius that through touch connect into one joined
NWZU��<PM�\MZU�¹\W]KP¹�QUXTQM[�I�KWV\IK\�JM\_MMV�\PM�\_W�KQZKTM[�J]\�\PMa�[PIZM�I�U]\]IT�LW\��

When inducing a rip into the circle line, the concept of  the circle opens itself  towards the chaos that orbits it. Chaos at all times has 
KWM`Q[\ML�_Q\P�\PM�KQZKTM�J]\�\PM�KTW[M�KQZKTM�TQVM�XZM^MV\ML�IV�QV\Z][QWV��<PZW]OP�\PM�Å[[]ZM�QV�\PM�TQVM�KPIW[�PI[�]VPQVLMZML�IKKM[[�

\W�QVÆ]`�IVL�MUQ\��?PI\�PIL�JMMV�TWKSML�QV[QLM�\PM�KQZKTM�KIV�VW_�JMKWUM�XIZ\�WN �\PM�KPIW[�IVL�LQ[XMZ[M�QV�Q\��<PM�KQZKTM�PI[
emancipated itself  from the chaos through its circle being. It is anti-chaos: it is evident what a circle is and what it is 

VW\��<PM�ÅZ[\�ZQX�XMZPIX[�Q[�WVTa�WVM�WN �UIVa��)�[UITT�ZQX�KIV�\ZIV[UQ\�Q\[MTN �\W�ITT�JWZLMZQVO�XIZ\[��R][\�PW_�WVM�
single run in tights can destroy the entire fabric. If  chaos should be produced with the circular area and 



not with the circular line, the area can be folded: with every fold the thickness doubles. That way the 
fold can be used for bridging distances towards objects outside of  the circular area or also inside of  it – the fold as 

abbreviation within the circle. If  one folds a circle right in the middle and places it in a room with two dimensions, the 
circle has halved because of  the fold: it is only a crescent. In three-dimensional space by contrast the fold casts a shadow on the 

circular area. The circle hides in the shadow of  its fold.
The unintentional fold is the kink which produces even more chaos than the fold. No intention nestles in the kink, the kink mainly is 

troublesome. In order to prevent kinks, the circle can be curled up: after rolling it out no change in form can be noticed – as opposed to 
folding or kinking. Rolling out and folding can be combined in the process of  kneading: through the reallocations adjacent points necessarily 

move away from each other. They mingle and disappear somewhere in the circle. Yet, this liquidation of  original neighbourhoods does not 
eliminate the potential of  dots meeting again by chance. When dots merge, a line appears. 



Tipping Point
Video installation (video 4K, 12 min 29 sec, 4-channel sound) 

two benches, each 1,30 m x 45 cm x 45 cm 
with 2° slope at the lower edges

2019



When we say that something is on the brink, we mean 
the state between resting and falling, with falling 
being the more likely option. That something tips into 
the positive is not intended. Mbiibg`�Ihbgm is a video 
installation that makes the globally perceptible social 

feeling of states that are about to turn into the negative 
perceptible in different ways, in that each element of 
the video installation carries the tipping in its own way.





Tipping Point

When you say that something is on the brink, you mean the state between resting and falling, with falling 
being the more probable option. The fact that something tips over into the positive is not intended. 
7KH�PRRG��WKH�SROLWLFDO�VLWXDWLRQ��WKH�FOLPDWH�²�WKH\�ÁLS�IURP�D�VWDWH�WKDW�LV�SHUFHLYHG�DV�IDPLOLDU�WR�RQH�WKDW�LV�
SHUFHLYHG�DV�QHJDWLYH�DQG�LV�GLIÀFXOW�WR�UHYHUVH�
The tipping often has crisis-triggering consequences that were denied or suppressed in advance for various 
reasons. The tipping is the moment between two states, the point before a dramatic turn: The change announ-
ces itself, but is not yet completed.
2Q�WKH�OHYHO�RI�SHUFHSWLRQ��WKH�WLSSLQJ�LV�VKRZQ�LQ�WKH�WLSSLQJ�ÀJXUH��WKH�WLSSLQJ�ÀJXUH�LV�D�ÀJXUH�RI�WKRXJKW�RI�
doubt. The possibilities of interpretation are equally consistent, but mutually exclusive. It is neither possible 
WR�VHH�ERWK�ÀJXUHV�DW�WKH�VDPH�WLPH��QRU�WR�KROG�RQH¶V�RZQ�SHUFHSWLRQ�DW�WKH�PRPHQW�RI�ÁLSSLQJ��7KH�DWWHPS-
ted overcoming of the crisis is a kind of optical self-correction. A person who avoids ambiguity draws from 
WKLV�WKH�DGYDQWDJH�RI�VXSSRVHG�VLPSOLFLW\��2QH¶V�JD]H�KDELWXDOO\�IDOOV�RQ�RQH�WKLQJ��ZKLOH�WKHࡐ�RWKHU´�LV�LP-
SHUFHSWLEOH�DW�WKDW�PRPHQW��7KLVࡐ�RWKHU´�WKHUHIRUH�QRW�RQO\�GHQRWHV�WKH�SHUFHSWXDO�OLPLWV�RI�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO��EXW�
also that which a society as a collective community of perception has pushed to the margins, i.e. repressed. 
The return of the repressed describes the point in time when something previously unseen or ignored pushes 
LWV�ZD\�LQWR�WKH�UHDOP�RI�RQH¶V�RZQ�SHUFHSWLRQ��2Q�WKH�ZD\�EHWZHHQ�WZR�RSWLRQV��WKLUG�ÀJXUHV�HPHUJH�WKDW�HOX-
GH�WKH�XVXDO�FODVVLÀFDWLRQ�

Lilian Robl
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=b`k^llbhg
Ob]^h%�?nee�A=
vertical format 
13 min 43 sec

voice over
2017

The video investigated the term of =b`k^llbhg,
Zbfbg`�mh�Ûg]�hk�\k^Zm^�Z�lmkn\mnk^�pbmabg�ma^�ikh\^ll
h_�]b`k^llbg`%�pab\a�l^^fl�]b__nl^�Zg]�^enlbo^�Zm�Ûklm3

A female off-screen voice develops a theory on 
digression, which is growing ever more fantastical,

but at the same time adhers to her own internal logic. 
A^k�phk]l�Zk^�oblnZebl^]�[r�bgd�]kZpbg`l�_Z]bg`�bg�Zg]�

out like a slideshow lecture would, creating ambivalence 
between what is said and what is shown.



„Digression is the extension of  the given, 

thus an indication of  insuffiency, of  a gap, 

a void, a hint at what

could have been said.

The cyclone as a trap for contingency is im-

perceptively present at all times, circling

high above and deep below the main theme. 

The cyclone above the theme and the one 

below the theme inherently attract each 

other, constantly trying to conjoin into 

a doubled cyclone. Through both cy-

clones moving towards each other, 

the main theme which is trapped 

in between the cyclones pushing 

towards one another, is edged 

away.“

    

          



„Digression is a space of  echoes, in 

which certain notes linger and resonate in

several corners. The number of  the echoes 

being reverberated through the mountain 

faces is dependant on the quality of  the 

latter. Into some directions, the echo is 

more likely to unfold than in others. “



„The hole on the othe side has properties of  spon-

taneous and figurative changes in its form, thus it is 

capable of  chamelionizing.

In the act of  chameleonizing, the hole-like in the re-

spective form disappears. Whereas in the process of  

chamelionizing into a fermata, the hole splits into

two self-contained forms (namely dot and slur), the shape 

remains in its original when becoming whale.

Only the function then changes: abstract hole turns into a 

blowhole, emitting a fountain in each of  the

whales’ grasp for air. “

                  



DIGRESSION

In the moment of  being affected, with the focus shifting from main to secondary matter, digression takes place: the subordinate temporarily 
becomes the superordinate, the periphery turns into the center, what is negligible becomes central. Hereby, digression is not neccessarily 
acknowledged as such, often only in retrospect it can be identified. Therefore digression can not only be utilized as a precisely aimed method
but can also develop into a momentum with its own characteristics. 
Digression takes place in the moment of  a digressive threshold is crossed. This threshold is not a distinct limit, making it possible to see 
digression as part of  a binary structure. It rather is a gradual system with blurred and varying limits, in which dots concentrate around the 
main subject, gradually thinning out towards the periphery in number.
When looking at digression as a covered distance, two fundamental patterns of  movement can be noticed. Unconditional devotion to 
the lure of  digression on the one hand, and the conscious return to the initial stimulator on the other: a brief  halt, overlooking the di-
stance covered, deciding to turn back.
Two different schemes of  this pattern of  returning home:
1. Method of  return
Upon departure from each of  the stations, the previous one can be reconstructed and returned to in reversed direction. As-
signing content to the horizontal axis in the coordinate system, and time to the vertical axis means that within the method of  
return, the reversed way is represented by the horizontal, whereas the vertical shows a difference in hight: indentations carve 
out dents whereas abstraction generates flattening.
2. Gathering loop

Jumping back to the orginal stimulator, the quickest connection of  two dots is by means of  a line. The distance covered depar-
ting from the stimulator can be described as a closed formula in this case, since it ends at the same point where it began. The 

ends of  this form are close to one another on a spatial level, but diverge on a temporary one. Connection of  the gathering loop 
forth to the hunter-gatherers: leaving camp, wandering around, hunting edibles, return to camp with the fresh kill or gathered 

tubers and fruits. Therefore: possessing more than before. Which “more“ does digression bring back into camp?
The outlined gathering loop in its idealized form can be described as a circle. Yet, the circle can only take on abstract sha-
pes, as opposed to its associated form of  the hole. The hole on the other side has properties of  spontaneous and figurative 

changes in its form, thus it is capable of  chamelionizing. In the act of  chameleonizing, the hole-like in the respective form 
disappears. Observed and documented forms of  chamelionized forms are comb, fermata, whale, drone, bird of  prey and Y-or-

forked-branch. The concrete form that the hole can take on, can be divided into two groups, based on their type of  development 
and genesis: comb along with drone, bird of  prey and Y-or-forked branch share the characteristics of  a mono-chamelionization, 
which means that the figurative form shows itself  as one single closed from. Fermata along with whale share the feature of  complex 

chamelionizing. Within this category they need to be differentiated: whereas in the process of  chamelionizing into a fermata, the hole 
splits into two self-contained forms (namely dot and slur), the shape remains in its original when becoming whale. Only the function 

then changes: abstract hole turns into a blowhole, emitting a fountain in each of  the whales’ grasp for air. When doubled, new forms 
emerge out of  the shapes of  the chamelionized hole: two fermatas become a face, two combs become drums, two Y-or-forked branches 
turn into a dumbbell shaped missile. In case of  the Y-or-forked branch, digression is a questions of  perspective: every branch can appear 

as the digression of  the other. Three types of  the Y-or-forked branch: Y-or-forked branch, whose trunk goes straight up and the fork grows 
lateral (Type 1); Y-or- forked branch whose trunk goes straight up to then split into two smaller branches, departing in an angle upwards 

(Type 2); Y-or-forked branch, whose trunk goes straight up to then split into three or more smaller branches (Type 3).
Back to the hole and the hole-likeness in an abstract hole: a hole can be utilized to produce connection. Digression fundamentally aims at fin-
ding a loophole. A loophole can be defined as a hole one can only slip in and slip through. Its form is as abstract as it is intense: the ever tighter 

opening. It requires flexibility. Once digression found its loophole and has bent in order to squeeze through, there are two possibilities:



immediate clogging of  the hole or docility. Choosing the latter means the loophole becomes a transit hole for other 
digressions and thus expands. 

The expansion of  the described abstract hole is the abyss. In the context of  digression this abyss becomes a funnel-sha-
ped vortex (also: cyclone). In the moment of  hesitation, alleged facts get into a vortex of  questionability. A spiral undertow 

emerges in which each digression entails further imaginary digressions. Digression then is no longer conducted, it is suffe-
red from. Condition and dependance rotate recurrently and relativize each other, until each detail is detached from the rest 

and replaced by a range of  alternative possibilities. Digression is the extension of  the given, thus an indication of  insuffiency, 
of  a gap, a void, a hint at what could have been said. The cyclone as a trap for contingency is imperceptively present at all 

times, circling high above and deep below the main theme. The cyclone above the theme and the one below the theme inherently 
attract each other, constantly trying to conjoin into a doubled cyclone. Through both cyclones moving towards each other, the 

main theme which is trapped in between the cyclones pushing towards one another, is edged away. This new shape of  a doubled 
cyclone which resembles an endlessly long hose, constricted in one specific spot, is called hyperboloid. The hyperboloid cyclone 

changes its form while swirling. If  the shape of  the hyperboloid intensifies to the point where its center point is nothing more than 
a very small hole, it can easily break apart: one vortex turns into two again.

A form often mistaken for the vortex, is the circle-hole-hybrid. Seen from above, their shapes are indistinguishable. Yet, seen from the 
side it is revealed, that the circle-hole-hybrid is flat. Thus, in threedimensional space it only exists as a line, whereas as the vortex holds 

a plastic form in three-dimensional space.
The positive mould for the vortex are mountains. Anatomically speaking, digression is mountainous, hence undulating, spiky, rutted, 

unpredictable. From time to time, rocks break loose from the mountain face and rest at the deepest point of  the canyon. Their purpose is 
to perceive acceleration and gravity. The mountains produce echoes: digression is a space of  echoes, in which certain notes linger and 

resonate in several corners. The number of  the echoes being reverberated through the mountain faces is dependant on the quality of  the 
latter. Into some directions, the echo is more likely to unfold than in others. 

Aside from the echo, staying in the mountains can cause vertigo. The world presenting itself  as no longer solid, but wavering. Aside from this 
phenomenon of  a hight vertigo, vertigo in the context of  digression can also only occur in a certain area, in which fixed points are no longer 

given.
Staying with the circle as the idealised form of  the gathering loop, digression as a mountainous, dynamic structure is a circle of  movement, not 

one of  of  limits. As opposed to a limiting circle, the moving circle is not a closed form from the outset, seperating indeterminate areas into inside 
and outside. This distinction is made only when the circle line hits its beginning point and thus closes the form. Moving circles as well as limiting 

circles occur when something is wrapped around something else. This other is predominantly a void. How do void and hole differ? The hole is a 
void but the void is not automatically a hole. Derivation: an abstract, non-clogged hole is supposed to wrap around “something“ that is not a void. By 

adding the hole, the “something“ becomes less. Evidently: hole produces void.
Back to the original form of  the gathering loop: digression as a process allows it to connect arbitrary points. The line of  digression catches points 

while rewriting itself: the line produces waves, loops, bows and knots. There are multible ways to connect points by means of  a line, just as there are 
multiple ways of  comparing unlike things that seem to have no natural coherence at first sight. Through comparing, an approach takes

place, through this apporach an alignment of  the unlike. 



I love the shadow and the shade
Performance lecture, 2018
in the context of an event
at the Richard-Strauss Institute
Garmisch-Patenkirchen 
about the opera Ma^�PhfZg�
pbmahnm�Z�LaZ]hp
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Teil 1 

Kontakt 
Zu meinem Schatten stehe ich meist über meine Fußsohlen in Kontakt. So bleibt jener mit mir verbunden.

Gender 
Im Gegensatz zu Tieren, die nicht erkennen, dass ihr Schatten zu ihnen gehört, begreift der Mensch seinen Schatten als Erweiterung des eigenen Körpers.  
Ist somit der Schatten einer Frau weiblich?

Datenschatten 
Der Datenschatten ist, wie der analoge Schatten, erweiternder Teil des Menschen. Im Gegensatz zum analogen Schatten ist er auf viele Orte verteilt. Wenn die dem Datenschatten 
zugehörige Person verschwindet, bleibt jener trotzdem bestehen.

Nähe 
Je näher der Körper an die Fläche gelangt, desto mehr verschmelzen Körper und Schatten ineinander. Der Schatten ist klein, weil man liegt, oder: Der Schatten ist klein, deshalb 
liegt man.

Ähnlichkeit 
Der Schatten bleibt auf einer Fläche, welche nicht oder nicht komplett lichtdurchlässig ist, liegen. Deshalb sind sich der Körper, der dem Schatten zum Anlass wird, und die Fläche, 
auf die der Schatten fällt, ähnlich: Sie beide bieten dem Licht ein Hindernis.

Falsches Wissen 
Ein Schatten kann etwas bis nichts über das Objekt aussagen, das ihn wirft.

Gewicht 
Im Gegensatz zur Schwere des Körpers ist der Schatten leicht. Ist der Schatten eines schweren Objekts schwerer als der eines leichten Objekts?

Rohrschach 
Wirft ein Objekt einen symmetrischen Schatten in eine Wandecke, so dass seine Mittelachse deckungsgleich mit der Kante ist, scheint der Schatten sich selbst zu werfen.

Falsche Schatten 
Löffelobjekt wirft Gabelschatten.

Fehler 
Ist der Schatten ein Fehler?

Frage 
Sind Worte so etwas wie die Schatten des Begriffs?

Zeit 
Am Anfang der Zeitmessung stand der Schatten. Mithilfe des Schattens kann Zeit räumlich abgelesen werden.

Relation 
6FKDWWHQ�XQG�/LFKWTXHOOH�EH¿QGHQ�VLFK�LQ�HLQHP�EHVRQGHUHQ�9HUKlOWQLV�]XHLQDQGHU��(V�VWHKW�LPPHU�HWZDV�]ZLVFKHQ�LKQHQ��'HPJHPl��LVW�GDV�]ZLVFKHQ�/LFKW�XQG�6FKDWWHQ�YHUPLW-
WHOQGH�2EMHNW�VWHWV�HLQJHNHLOW�]ZLVFKHQ�]ZHL�([WUHPHQ��9RP�/LFKW�DXV�JHVHKHQ��YHUVFKDQ]W�VLFK�GHU�6FKDWWHQ�KLQWHU�GHP�2EMHNW��(U�ZLUG�QLH�GDV�/LFKW�VHKHQ��ZHOFKHV�LKQ�HU]HXJW�

Sichtbarmachung 
Fehlt dem Schatten eine Fläche, auf die er fallen kann, kann Nebel, Rauch oder Staub ihn tragen.

Schnittmenge 
Wenn zwei Schatten den gleichen Ort besetzen, addiert sich deren Dunkelheit zu einer noch dunkleren.

 

Teil 2 

6FKDWWHQÀXFKW 
Der Schatten, der seiner Dunkelheit müde wird und deshalb aus dem Schatten ins Licht tritt.



Schattigung 
Den Schatten, der aus der bewussten Entscheidung heraus entsteht, Schatten spenden zu wollen, nennt man Schattigung.

Kollektivschatten 
Mehrere Schatten, die zu einem verschmelzen. Der einzelne Schatten geht im großen Schatten unter und verliert sich in kollektiver Dunkelheit.

Quetschschatten 
Eine zu große Menge an Schatten zwängt sich auf eine zu kleine Fläche.

schattengleich 
Zwei Objekte sind schattengleich, wenn sie den gleichen Schatten werfen, aber eine unterschiedliche Objektform aufweisen (zum Beispiel Spirale und Kreis).

Hinweisschatten 
Einzige beschattete Stelle eines Objekts, das ansonsten gänzlich ausgeleuchtet ist. Die dunkle Stelle gibt den entscheidenden Hinweis auf ein Problem.

Schattenarchiv 
Sammlung von Schatten ohne zugehörige Objekte.

Schattenwoge 
Unbewegte Schatten, die erst durch plötzliche Bewegung auffällig werden, zum Beispiel bei aufkommendem Wind.

Schattenloch 
Licht

Schattenfalle 
Loch

Schattengefühl 
Ein Gefühl, das ein Schattendasein fristet, bevor es mithilfe von Intellekt oder Emotion beleuchtet wird.

Nutzschatten 
Der Nutzschatten wird nur aufgrund seiner schattenspendenden Wirkung gezüchtet. Welches Objekt den Nutzschatten erzeugt, ist daher zweitrangig.

Schattenkette 
Nacheinander auftretende, sich voneinander unterscheidende Schatten. Das Gegenteil der Schattenkette ist der Blinkschatten: In zeitlichen Intervallen auftretende Schatten desselben Objekts.

Schattenzeiger 
Der Schatten zeigt den Stand der Sonne an. Unter freiem Himmel kann jedes unbewegte Objekt zum Schattenzeiger werden.

Schattenlicht 
Die Helligkeit, die im Schatten herrscht.

Ruheschatten 
Schatten, der in Unbewegung verharrt, während sich das ihm zugehörige Objekt bewegt. Tritt zum Beispiel auf bei vollkommen runden Objekten. Das Objekt ist dann schneller als sein Schatten.

Schattenbasteln 
Kombination von Objekten, die zu nichts anderem dient, als einen interessanten Schatten zu werfen. Das Schattenbasteln steigert die Schattenkomplexität.

Schattenskulptur

Licht und Schatten werden so oft übereinandergeschichtet, bis die gewünschte Form erreicht ist. Die entstandene Schattenskulptur entfaltet je nach Standort eine unterschiedliche Wirkung: In einem hellen Raum treten die 
Schattenschichten als skulpturale Elemente hervor, in einem dunklen Raum die des Lichts. Es scheint dann so, als würden die jeweiligen Schichten schweben. Bei diffusem Licht sind beide Materialien erfahrbar.

Schnarchschatten 
9RQ�6FKQDUFKVFKDWWHQ�VSULFKW�PDQ��ZHQQ�]ZHL�QHEHQHLQDQGHUOLHJHQGH�6FKOlIHULQQHQ�JOHLFKHUPD�HQ�VFKQDUFKHQ��ZREHL�GLH�6FKQDUFKLQWHUYDOOH�GHUV�HLQHQ�OHLFKW�]HLWYHUVHW]W�KLQWHU�GHQHQ�GHUV�DQGHUHQ�OLHJHQ��'LHGHU�
HLQH�VFKQDUFKW�LP�6FKQDUFKVFKDWWHQ�GHUV�DQGHUHQ�

Licht 
Schatten, der nicht abdunkelt, sondern aufhellt.



Pbggbg`�A^Zkml�Zg]�Fbg]l%
Ob]^h�?nee�A=%�
6 min 43 sec, 

Sound, 
2018 



�Pbggbg`�A^Zkml�Zg]�Fbg]l��k^_^kl�mh�Z�f^mah]�nl^]�
primarily in strategic warfare in which the opposing 
side is not to be fought with physical violence, but is 
instead manipulated emotionally or intellectually. 

?hk�mabl�ob]^h%�B�phkd^]�pbma�mkZbgbg`�Ûefl�h_�ma^�NL�
:kfr�:bk�?hk\^l�Zg]�ho^kpkhm^�ma^bk�\hgm^gm�pbma�fr�
own. 







The Setting Sun Of The Alphabet
Ob]^h%�?nee�A=%�
4 min 42 sec, 
Voice over, 
2019 

In three chapters, a female voice is thinking 
out loud about past, present and possible 
future modes of acts of thinking, speaking 
Zg]�pkbmbg`���f^Zgpabe^%�g^[nehnl�laZi^l�
are turning sharper and sharper.



        
       

    
   

      
  

      
    

      
     

     

     
         

      
         

       

         
       

        
   

        
         

         
  

    

                   



       
     

    
    

   
   

     
    
    
 

     
     

  
  

      
    

     
    

       
 

   
      

    
   

    
 

     
     

 

    

                   



=^gdh`kZff������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Ob]^h%�?nee�A=%�
8 min, 
Voice over, 
2016

A =^gdh`kZff�!Mabgdh`kZf" is a structure I 
developed that can incorporate any elements and 
ikh\^ll�ma^f�chbgmer'�Ma^�ob]^h�\hglblml�h_�Z�]b`bmZe�
drawing that is developing in real time, being 

partially corrected or erased. In its voiceover, I am 
li^Zdbg`�Z�m^qm�]^Ûgbg`�bfihkmZgm�ikbg\bie^l�h_�fr�
thinking.



BALLS AND HOLES

HOLES, IF 
FREE-STANDING.

BALLS, IF WITH ARROW OR 
SPACE.

THE ABYSS

THE EXTENSION OF THE HOLE. 
DIFFERENCE TO THE HOLE: ONE DOES 

NOT FALL ACCIDENTALLY INTO IT, BUT IS 
PULLED INTO IT. 

EXAMPLE: PEOPLE IN THE TRAMWAY AVOID 
THE PERSON WHO HAS THE ABYSS IN THEM. 

IN THEIR DEPTHS, ALL MUNDANITIES FADE 
AWAY. 



THE CONICIDENCE

IN RETROSPECT, THE TOTAL COINCIDENCE OF AN EVENT IS INVESTIGATED.
REAL COINCIDENCE AND FAKE COINCIDENCE INTERTWINE UNTIL THE COINCIDENCES CONDENSE TO 

AN EVENT.
BY SIFTING OUT THE UNREAL COINCIDENCES, THE REAL ONES ARE SUPPOSED TO REMAIN. BUT 

THE THINKOGRAM OBSERVES ITSELF AND SIFTS THE WRONG WAY ROUND. 
CF. THE ANTI-SIEVE



?Z\^ml�h_�?^Zk�
AZg]�^g`kZo^]�Zenfbgbnf%�l\k^p%�
2,50 m x 1,40 m, 
2020 





Zettelkasten I - VI
MkZgliZk^gm�>nkhghkf�[hq^l�bg�oZkbhnl�lbs^l%
ikbgm^]�k^\r\e^]�iZi^k�bg�oZkbhnl�=BG�lbs^l%
colored varnish
since 2021

S^mm^edZlm^g�B�&�OB�is the prototype of 
a contemporary slip box I have been 

using since early 2021 to give a physical 
form to my ongoing interdisciplinary 

research, in the sense of an archive. I use 
the Zettelkasten as a tool for thinking while 

developing new works, as my ordering 
lrlm^f�^gZ[e^l�f^�mh�k^\h`gbs^�\hgg^\mbhgl�
Zg]�lmkn\mnk^l���Zm�ma^�lZf^�mbf^�B�\Zg�Zelh�

use it as random generator systematically 
leading to non-obvious thoughts.




